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In this chapter, the writer would like to make the summary of the previous analyses.

Norma Helmer once secretly borrowed a large sum of money so that her husband could recuperate from a serious illness. She never told him of this loan and has been secretly paying it back in small installments by saving from her household allowance. Her husband, Torvald, thinks her careless and childlike, and often calls her his doll. When he is appointed bank director, his first act to relieve a man who was once disgraced, for having forged his signature on a document. This man, Nils Krogstad, is the person from whom Nora has borrowed her money. It is then revealed that she forged her father's signature in order to get the money. Krogstad threatens to reveal Nora's crime and thus disgrace her and her husband unless Nora can convince her husband not to fire him. Nora tries to influence her husband but he thinks of Nora as a simple child who cannot understand the value of money or business. Thus, when Helmer discovers that Nora has forged her father's name, he is ready to disclaim his wife eventhough she had done it for him. Later when all is
solved. Nora sees that her husband is not worth her love and she leaves him.

In the process of finding his self-identity, a child may be influenced by certain external factors, such as his relationship with his parents, as well as with other people around him. This relationship may pose the child with various problems, which in turns influences the realization of the process of the search for self-identity.

For Nora, she lives in the dissatisfaction of the unfulfillment of her psychological needs for eight years. She doesn’t feel at home. Nora loses the sense of belonging, because she feels she is nothing for Torvald. All these feeling lead her to the top of her dissatisfaction.

According to Maslow (1977:116) the psychological needs motivate him to grow and develop, to actualize himself to become all he is capable of becoming. Therefore, it is very important for everyone to experience the fulfillment of these psychological needs such as the need to be accepted, free, appreciated, and loved. And Nora has never experience these kind of needs. That’s why she decides to leave her doll’s house.

Finally, the writer considers that childhood is an important period of human being to establish one’s
identity because in this period, a child starts to learn something from his family and environment. So background of the family or parents will influence one's life in the future because childhood is the time when one is susceptible to influences.
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